ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A roster is a tool for developing the list of attendees and informing them about meeting particulars.
A room organizer is for reserving and customizing the meeting room.
A personal meetings calendar shows people their meetings schedule and is a gateway into the meeting.
A sto~board capture tool records and allows reviews of critical meeting aspects.
Our design is influenced by three principles, First, the environment must be both flexible and extensible to accommodate different meeting styles. Second, all aspects of a meeting must be supported, although we expect only different subsets of these to be used during a meeting.
Third, the groupware environment must be presented to people through familiar language and meeting concepts.
DESCRIPTION
The central module of our system is the virtual meeting room (figure 1). The roster (figure 2) and the room organizer (figure 3) are pre-meeting tools that help an organizer set up a meeting.
With the roster, the organizer lists potential participants, and meeting rooms, a virtual meeting requires a meeting place and tools that are appropriate to the group and its purpose. Of course, we do expect "standard" meeting rooms, and these are supplied through reasonable default setups. Typical rooms may be: a default room with an audio channel and an electronic whiteboard; a "brainstorm" room (audio + brainstorm tool + round-robin facilitation method); and so on. This makes meeting room organization light weight: people are more likely to choose and modify existing setups than to create New participants can also use them to catch up on the meeting's key events. Figure 5 . The storyboard viewer.
STATUS
The groupware environment is being developed using a 
